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Cyber Sentinel is an interesting twist on a Turing machine - instead of a tape that can be moved right or left, a matrix is used
allowing for a 2-dimensional puzzle to be constructed and solved. This game is not for everyone. If you don't enjoy the kind of
puzzle that makes you feel like an idiot until you reach the "Eureka!" moment that makes you feel smart again, you won't like
this. Some of the puzzles border on the fiendish, and I haven't even completed the game yet. I'm having too much fun
optimizing my solutions to use the fewest number of states I can manage. You don't need to be a programmer, or even
understand what a Turing machine is, to have fun with this game. Having a logical mind and enjoying puzzle solving is all you
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really need and something puzzle afficianaods typically have anyway. Having done some fiddling with Turing machines in the
past certainly helped me understand things quicker, though! Pros Great concept for a game, with credit granted to Alan Turing.
You don't have to be as smart as Turing was to play the game. Good puzzles that ramp up in difficulty at a reasonable pace. Can
share your solutions, and load and rate other player's solutions. Level editor included, so the game isn't over when you're done
with the included puzzles. Very powerful state machines can be created and shared with the level editor. Several have already
been uploaded that are quite impressive. The price point seems about right at $10. Deceptively educational :) Cons, Nitpicks
really Debugging is limited to pause and single step. A back step would be helpful. Breakpoints would be super useful for large
and complex state machines. Being able to save your state machine to a file in order to try something and later reload if that line
of thought fails would be nice. It wouldn't really need more than just a checkpoint/restore. Seeing what cube is at which state
can be difficult during debugging, particularly if multiple cubes are at the same state. All in all, this is a great game for those
who enjoy logic puzzles! Kudos to both the author, and the genius of Alan Turing.. Rating: 4 out of 10 The game has an
Interesting game mechanic that lacks the necessary polish, and is not good if compared to Zachtronics games. The game is not
totally bad, and maybe more fun on mobile devices, but apart from the concept there is nothing i like about it. I would only
recommend to try this on PC if it was a free game.. In this pixel art game you will have to solve some very special puzzles that
will require you to think a lot. A very evolutive difficulty. For the price of 1.99 you will spend hours of games to overcome the
45 levels and unlock all achievements.. Great game about visual programming with correctly increasing complexity If you like
games like this, you should definitely buy it.. Great indie game, very addictive, intuitive gui and very well polished. Nice
features like sharing your solutions and checking out others approaches to problem solving.. Nice puzzle game about finite state
maschines. If you like programming games like Human Rescource Maschine or Space Chem you'll have fun with this one.
Besides the campaign there's a level editor and community levels comfortably downloadable from within the game. So there's as
much content as you like. The campaign story might as well not exist, although the presentation is quite nice. But stories are not
why we play these games, right? The controls can be a little finicky at times and cause you to accidentally delete a state
transition or drag the wrong component. A feature to save/restore multiple solutions for a level similar to how HRM does it
would be useful to be able to try different attempts.. This is fun. I am not exaclty certain about the hacker thing because this
game has little to do with real hacking. I believe that was added perhaps for marketing purposes. That said, you solve
puzzles/challenges using logic. The goal is to solve the challenges with the fewest number of steps. The tutorial is helpful to get
you started but it's easy to catch on and away you go. Most interesting to me was when your solution "blows up" ,you have the
opportunity to tweak and get it right. Game can be finished in 4-5 hours. Certainly worth at least the current discounted price..
Great little game.
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